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Abstract. Modelling and simulation are two relevant facets for thorough and effective analysis of industrial systems that nowadays have
to cope with the evergrowing complexity of the industrial processes and
the need of modelling flexibility and knowledge sharing. For all these reasons, the following work seeks to explore and combine together different
methodologies by exploiting their best features. In particular, the current research aims to combine semantic technologies, such as ontologies,
and high-level Petri nets to revamp the actual assembly systems. Thus,
key research concepts are presented, explaining such potential integration and providing a short example of the dynamic configuration of an
assembly system within a semantically enriched modelling environment.
Keywords: Reconfigurable manufacturing systems · Colored petri net
· Ontologies

1

Problem Statement

In today’s manufacturing industry, staying in business is a life-and-death issue
for many manufacturing companies. It is well-known that the one thing most
surviving or winning manufacturing companies have in common is continuous
improvement and adaptation of their manufacturing systems. During the last
few decades, these have thoroughly evolved, from low volume, high variety jobshop production systems to more robust mid-volume and variety flexible manufacturing systems. Nonetheless, manufacturing systems still suffered from low
responsiveness and large capital investment until the introduction of reconfigurable manufacturing systems. Reconfigurability can be defined as the ability to
repeatedly change capacity and functionality in a cost-efficient way, in order to
meet different demand situations in terms of variation in volume as well as in
product characteristics [1]. This ability can be achieved at different enterprise
levels, e.g. network, factory, segment, system, cell, workstation [2].
Though there is a substantial amount of research work available in the domain
of reconfigurable systems, especially at system level [3], systems with full level
of reconfigurability are still non-existent [4]. In particular, in the domain of
developing Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS), just limited research
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that incorporates its true dynamic, rapid nature and accurate decision making
in complex systems is available.
Towards development of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems, several promising models have been proposed in the past two decades [5,6,7,8]. However, these
models are only limited to control, physical and structural aspects that would
support reconfiguration but lacked a rapid reconfigurability and decision making
capabilities.
To summarize, our effort in this work focuses on the definition of a semanticenriched modelling environment for Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems taking full advantage of the dynamic properties of ontologies and Petri nets.

2

Proposed Approach

The objective of this research is to investigate and support the re-configurability
of manufacturing systems by applying CPN modelling language and Knowledge
Engineering (KE) methodologies, such as Ontologies. The rationale of this work
is two-fold:
– Semantic extraction and modelling of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems.
– Integration of the aforementioned enabling technologies to support the dynamic design of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems.
The key feature of this approach resides with the integration of Semantic
Techniques and Colored Petri Nets. This potential integration seeks to bridge the
lack of interoperability between such methodologies by creating a Semantically
Enriched Environment where a RMS can be (dynamically) instantiated.
CPNs are proven to be suitable for modelling the system structure and behavior, therefore, RMS concepts are mapped into CPN ones, and then transformed
into CPN-oriented elements. The resulting CPN model can be, therefore, verified
and simulated in order to explore and perform either quantitative or qualitative
analysis of the system [16]. In particular, qualitative analysis searches for structural properties [17], such as:
– absence of deadlocks
– absence of overflows
– presence of certain mutual exclusions (in case of resource sharing)
Quantitative analysis, instead, looks for performance properties such as:
– throughput, average completion times
– average queue lengths
– utilization rates
The simulation outcomes can be, hence, reasoned in order to feedback the
system and achieve continuous re-adaptation and improvement. Figure 1 shows
the proposed (closed-loop) architecture together with an overview of the main
system elements:
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

– Data Silos, manufacturing/assembly data that are a vital element for the
RMS itself, which are either structured or unstructured;
– DS, decision system based on semantic technologies, that aims to provide
data integration and reasoning features;
– Semantic Ecosystem, where domain-specific ontology elements are related to
one another to enable CPN concepts inferring from RAS ones;
– CPN engine to perform the above-mentioned assessments.
A Reconfigurable Manufacturing System poses itself a modelling challenge
because of its dynamic nature. On the other hand, Petri Net formalism, and in
particular CPN, has a general-purpose nature and it is based on strong math
foundations, which results very suitable for both modelling and analysis phases
of reconfigurable systems.

3

Method Conceptualization

The backbone of this solution is represented by the semantic-enriched environment through which all the domain specific concepts are outlined and related
each other. Particular emphasis has to be given to the non-trivial semantics of
the selected modelling language (CPN), which extends the simple PN formalism
by introducing some enriched features. In fact, the so-called CPN Ontology (see
Figure 2) should consists of basic PN concepts (place, transition, arc, and token)
plus high-level ones (see table 1).
The RMS Ontology, should consists, instead, of domain specific concepts,
such as Equipment, Components, Worker roles, Work Station (see Figure 3).
However, some details about this ontology models have been omitted. As mentioned earlier, ontologies themselves do not provide simulable models. The introduction of PN-based concepts, hence, aims to bridge this lack of simulation
through the translation of RMS elements into CPN ones. In this regards, Zhou
et.al [18] suggest an interpretation of the simple PN elments such as Places,
Transitions and directed Arcs (see Table 2), which can be, therefore, inferred
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Table 1. CPN ontology classes and relations
Class

subClassOf

CPN Element
Place
Transition
Arc
PTArc
TPArc
Token
TokenInfo
Inscription
A Inscription
T Inscription

Thing
CPN Element
CPN Element
CPN Element
Arc
Arc
CPN Element
Token
CPN Element
Inscription
Inscription

Class Property
Name
Range
hasTokens
Token
hasTInscription
Inscription
hasAInscription
Inscription
connectsTransitionTo
Transition
connectsPlaceTo
Place
hasInfo
TokenInfo
definesFlowRuleOn
Arc
definesExecutionRuleOn Transition

Fig. 2. CPN Ontology

Fig. 3. RMS Ontology

through the semantic models. The proposed approach, in fact, aims to set inference rules to automatically perform the aforementioned concepts mapping and,
then, provide a PN-based semantic-enriched description of the re-configurable
assembly system. For example, using a human readable syntax, we can set the
following rule:
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hasMachine (? Activity , ? Machine ) ∧
hasMachineStatus (? Machine , ? MachineStatus ) ⇒
connectsPlaceTo (? PTArc , ? Transition ) ∧
hasPTArc (? Place , ? PTArc )

Table 2. Interpretation of the PN elements
PN Elements Interpretation
Places
Resource status, operations and conditions
Transitions
Operations, processes, activities and events
Material, resource, information, and
Directed Arcs
control flow direction

This is valid according to the assumption that an Activity is intepreted as a
Transition and a MachineStatus as a Place. These can be then instantiated as
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. PlacePTArcTransition inference-based instantiation

That said, the exploration of the system behavior through the Decision System aims at achieving continuous re-adaptation of the model according to specific
goals. Let us consider the RMS as described in the PN model below (see Figure.
5). The system might be influenced by different conditions, for example:
– The sequence can be optimized (respecting the technological specifications)
– The work load of the assigned operator should be modified by splitting the
execution of those steps among more operator, e.g. increasing the efficiency
of the process.
– The expected output should be adapted to respond new customer requirements
Thus, starting from the initial configuration, the system will require some
adjustments and consequence re-assessment. For instance, a small portion of the
model will be reconfigured (see Figure 6) according to the new requirements
revealed by the DS. In fact, once the system receives an input from the DS
regarding the need of reconfiguring the system, the new Manufacturing System
can be instantiated within the semantic framework, then, translated into Petri
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Fig. 5. RMS initial configuration

Net entities and finally transformed into a new CPN-based model that can be
further verified and analyzed.

Fig. 6. Reconfigured Manufacturing System

4

Conclusions

In the current research we focus on the conceptualization of a modelling framework for Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems based on Colored Petri Nets and
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Knowledge Engineering technologies, such as Ontologies. The scope of the presented work is to provide an overview of the key concepts, modelling issues and
potential solutions together with a short example of a reconfigurable assembly
system. Petri nets are used to model the Manufacturing System while ontologies are exploited to achieve system interoperability, integration and reusability
through semantics. However, the work is still at an early stage and requires
some effort in terms of both analysis and implementation in order to explore
more critical design facets and pinpoint eventual drawbacks, which might prevent the full interoperability among the system elements. In particular, future
work will necessitate the formal assessment of design and deployment requirements (e.g. semantics integration, verification and simulation metrics), the selection of a suitable development environment, and the instantiation of a real case
scenario. In this regard, the presented modelling approach has been applied to
RMS example but it will be re-used and further tested in the context of SatisFactory European research project in order to support the analysis and design
of dynamically evolving shop floor operations.
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